
Organizational Agility
at HCL
Guiding organizations through rapid change 
& re-imagined talent strategies



Why work with us?

This means true 
organizational change only happens 

when impacted workforces are mobilized 
and engaged during their own transformation. 
No matter the technology or budget involved, 

transformation success stories are made by 
thoughtfully and strategically engaging the people 

who will execute the organizational change 
management properly and operate within

the end state.

HCL’s Organizational Agility practice combines deep expertise 
in technology enablement, change management, human 

capital management, agile practices, and experience 
design to create transformation success stories 

alongside our clients.

Scope:

We bring a 
comprehensive focus 

across all people aspects 
of transformation in human 
capital management and 

change management from 
workforce design 

through facilitation 
of the change

Growth:

We are continually 
growing our talent, most 

recently with the 
acquisitions of boutique 

firms Strong-Bridge 
Envision and the 

DWS Group

Our world-class team of professionals brings decades of deep problem-solving expertise along 
with empathy, creativity, and accountability to every client engagement.

Method-Agnostic:

We combine proprietary 
OCM and OD toolkits with 

certifications across 
PROSCI, ACMP CCMP, 

Kotter, ODR, and more to 
develop customized 

solutions

Innovation:

We constantly upskill and 
challenge our own thinking 

to incorporate 
cross-discipline best 

practices from learning 
innovation, scaled agile, 
product management, 

and more

Experience:

We have 700+ digital 
consultants in change 

management and human 
capital management 

including 80+ OCM/OA 
practitioners with an 
average of 10+ years 

of experience

Presence:

We currently serve 
Global 2000 clients 

across the US, 
Europe, APAC, and 

ANZ regions

People-fueled
transformation
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Our services

Leaders today are facing unprecedented change. To maintain a competitive 
advantage, they must move beyond outdated strategies and master the art of creating 

organizational agility. This means instituting more frequent and thoughtful 
organizational change management and human capital management programs, 
building organization-wide internal change capability, and delivering an evolved, 

aligned, and engaged workforce. And this is where we can help.

With our proven organizational change and workforce transformation capabilities,
we guide clients to make rapid change and to reimagine their talent strategies.

Our services are designed to help organizations thrive in the digital age:

Change Management: 

Helping complex organizations
enact transformation at scale through
a human lens via the following:

• Change Capability Building

• Leadership Alignment

• Engagement and Readiness

• Adoption and Sustainment

Workforce Transformation:

Strategizing how to organize and 
engage talent to prepare for the 
future of work and respond to 
shifting market realities

• Organization Design and

 Workforce Strategy

• Experience and Culture

• People and Process

• Learning Strategy and

 Development

• Technology and Analytics

WORKFORCE 
TRANSFORMATION

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

Change 
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Success story: 

Transforming to Create
a Seamless Supply Chain
and Superior Customer
Experience

Leading a North American 
home decor company to its 
largest transformation
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Organizational Agility Practice Leadership

ALAIN PAOLINI
Associate Vice President 

Alain is a business transformer with the passion 
and expertise for enacting human-centered 
change, building digital capabilities and 
organizations, and just making things better. 

With over two decades of international 
experience in business transformation, 
organizational change management, and talent 
management, Alain is a recognized expert in 
driving large-scale transformations and helping 
organizations and their leaders navigate the 
complex waters of digital transformation.

Holly Pendleton
Senior Practice Leader

Holly is a passionate leader, influencer, and 
coach devoted to equipping leaders and 
organizations to e�ectively navigate today’s 
rapid pace of change.

With over two decades of experience 
curating people and business 
transformation, she understands that 
transformation requires a holistic, adaptive, 
and experience-centric approach which 
recognizes that people are at the heart of 
success in business.

Contact Alain at Alain at alain.paolini@hcl.com

Contact Holly at holly.pendleton@hcl.com.
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Start your people-fueled transformation

https://www.hcltech.com/digital-analytics-services/digital-transformation-consulting


HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
 
HCL o�ers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through o�erings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS o�ers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.
 
As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on March 31, 2021, HCL has a consolidated revenue of
US$ 10.17 billion and its 168,977 ideapreneurs operate out of 50 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.comwww.hcltech.com
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